12th Grade - Chandler Prep Academy
2022-2023
School Supply List
This list was compiled by teachers considering their subjects, but there may be better systems
that work for some students. The goal is to set up students for success and help them have all
materials needed for class.
Please remember that in accordance with the handbook, all materials should be free of pop
culture icons and pictures.
This list does not include the consumables and required novels for the classes. Please see this list
for those books.
***NOTE - Combination locks will already be on student lockers this year and will be required
to be used. The locker number and combination # will be on the student’s schedule. ***
Backpack
Lunch box
Refillable water bottle
AGENDA - for use in all classes (this will be provided by school this year)
Pencils and pens
Loose Leaf paper
Soft pencil pouch
Humane Letters:
Composition notebook for journal
Pens
Highlighters
Spiral or composition notebook for notes
Three-ring binder
Optional: Students will frequently have time to work on their senior theses, or other written
assignments during class and during this time they *may* choose to use a laptop if they have
one. A laptop is NOT required.
Drama:
Notebook
Highlighters
3-ring binder

Art:
Drafting Pencils (recommended #2, #4, #6 wooden drawing not mechanical)
Pink Pearl Eraser
(Optional) kneaded eraser
Sketchbook (100 pg)
"Drawing Lessons from the Great Masters" Robert Beverly Hale
Tracing paper
Calc II:
Binder or Folder
Graph paper
Notebook
#2 pencils
Blue or black pen
Red pen
Graphing calculator ( TI-83 or TI-84)
Dry erase marker
Physics II:
Graphing Calculator (TI 83 or higher)
Choice of spiral notebook OR binder with loose-leaf
Pocket folder
Pencils (no pens)
Expo Markers
Logic and Coding:
Notebook
Folder
Pencils
Writing utensils for notes
Blue or red pen for correcting work
USB flash drive, clearly labeled with student's name
Dry erase marker
Rhetoric:
A notebook/journal
Folder or binder for collecting handouts and homework
How to Win an Argument: An Ancient Guide to the art of Persuasion by Marcus Tullius Cicero
and James May
Greek:
Notebook
Pencils
Pens, assorted colors
Whiteboard markers
Folder/Binder

French:
Dedicated Binder/Folder to contain handouts
Dry Erase Markers
Optional - Personal FRENCH/ENG dictionary
Spanish:
Binder with 2 folders
Colored pencils
Notebook
German:
Whiteboard marker
Notebook, college or wide ruled, one subject
Binder, 3-ring, 1in, with interior pockets or folder

